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How to clear internal shared storage
How to clear internal storage. What is internal shared storage. How to clear others in internal storage. How to remove internal shared storage.
I added a 128 GB card to my FP2 and configured the configured as an internal memory. Now I'd like to run the phone without a card. I canceled enough data that adapt to all integrated 25 GB. But I can't understand how to move the remaining data to the phone. If I try to select Ã ¢ â,¬ "ejectÃ ¢ â,¬ do not warn me Ã ¢ â,¬ å" apps stored on it will
stop working ... googlÃ¬ this find hundreds of explanations on how to add a card, but Nothing of how to remove one. Does anyone know how? This is the faidphone OS FP2-Sibon-18.04.01. 1 Like ah, it seems the right answer, thank you! A bit against-intuitive, but I am pleased to be in reality One way. 1 Like ah damnation, I spoke too soon. I did it.
Now I have 3.52 GB used in the internal memory and 9.78 used on the SD card. Touching the SD card, says apps 0GB data stored in the 0GB cache. Then , what is 9.78 and how can I move it into internal storage? I'm trying to find the amaze sd card but I don't understand it. It puts me inside / storage / emulated / 0 and says there are no files there.
the Quantity of memory used displayed in the settings can sometimes be misleading. If you want to make absolutely sure that there is no NULL A On the SD card, browse / mnt / expand / _uuid_ with a root file manager (or / external_sd with twrp). This is your current SD card adopted. (/ Storage / Emulated It is only a mounting point per / data / media
(internal) or / mnt / expand / _UUID_ / medium (adopted SD card), depending on where the data migrated.) 2 I like thanks For the path, this helps a lot - sshdroid ssh. Much more civilized than trying to use Amaze anyway the real problem is: data migration does not work. Bring a notification that says the move failed and that the data was left in its
original position. I tried to restart and try again, same result. So I imagine this explains this. When you touch the notification it takes me on a page that says "the SDSISKSISK card is ready ... nothing more informative than that. In reality this phone has more serious problems at this point, so I'm not going to push it further. Thank you for answering
the original question! 1 As only for the record: data migration eventually worked. After deleting an app group, and practically all the media, in the end it has become possible for it to migrate successfully. I like this topic has been closed automatically 90 days after the last answer. The new answers are no longer allowed. Previous Next Sort by votes I
have a phone a phone. I put a music group on the phone, filled internal storage . Then insert a micro SD card and selected to add this as internal storage (not removable or regardless of the option of the other option). The phone has copied the music In the new card and failed to delete from the original SD card. So the phone has created an alias in
the file system, pointing the music directory to the new tab. The original card (internal hardwired) is still full, but I can't delete the music folder because I can't access it. I tried some of the most voted file manager apps, only allow access to the folders called ("Music" is one, but it is aka with the new memory card) and no direct access to the original
internal memory. I am a developer, so I'm ready to use ADB or anything else, I just need to know how to access the real underlying underlying internal interior. The phone is not rooted and the root app that I tried was not successful. Perhaps this is not helped because the phone is completely updated on safety. Depending on the version of Android the
phone (and on what other the manufacturer changes and the courier supplier / Brought to it) you should be able to enter the following and change it. Some of the formuccas may be different on your device, but it should be in this position. Go to "Settings" and then "Storage". Now identifies the "SD card" in the list. When you touch that it should allow
you to change the "external" "interior" tab. Once again, there may be a step more or two inside. I Don't look at your device, however it should be there. Once done, the phone should restart. Make sure there is nothing on paper, since something about it will not be when done when the card should finish formatted during the process. It seems that the
phone has not actually made the "internal" SD card (or incorrectly) and instead of moving the files to the card, it has just created copies, which will often not allow you to access or delete the originals. It is a defect with some phones I met before. The only corrections I found are to move files to the phone, if you allow you, then return the SD card on
"external" memory. Once done, then leave the card as an "external" storage (you don't need to change files only) and move the files to the card. It should therefore not leave a copy to the phone. If you make the "internal" card again again, you will make it again. Or, if the files are not returned, it is possible that it is necessary to "reset the hard" phone.
Which would suggest being just a last resource. Try remembering that when you make an "internal" card of the card it is what caused the problem. It is not necessary for files (images, music, etc.) only for apps that will not work from the card itself. The card is also encoded when it is changed, so it is not accessible from other things. Note: before
doing any of this, I would suggest you create a copy of the music (if you don't already have it) on another device, computer, etc. This way to avoid losing it all. The phone itself can access the internal disk, because it shows me that it is used 99% and continues to bring the messages that tell me that it is full. In storage breakdown shows me that XX GIG
is used in music. I have already deleted music files from the additional SD card. I have copies of that stuff, it's not a problem. I can't see any way to tell the phone to stop using the new card and return to the hardwired internal card. They don't move anything for wired internal storage because it's full. Pulling out the external card does not help
anyone. I would ride it and the formaive, if it would solve things, but the phone would have continued to indicate the external storage now not existing for a lot of app. The search for this type of thing is a nightmare because the names / keywords that I would have searched are overloaded and used to mean more things. I just want to know the correct
assembly instructions or those similar to obtain direct access to wired internal storage. I have a million things in Microsoft Authenticator, who has no way to support it on Android. This prevents me from resetting the phone. Depending on the version of Android the phone (and on which other the manufacturer changes and the courier / services
supplier made to it) you should be able to enter the following and change it. Some of the formuccas may be different on your device, but it should be in this position. Go to "Settings" and then "Storage". Now identifies the "SD card" in the list. When you touch that it should allow you to change the "external" "interior" tab. Once again, there may be a
step more or two inside. I'm not looking at your device, but it should be there. Once done, the phone should restart. Make sure there is nothing on paper, since something about it will not be when done when the card should finish formatted during the process. Ah, I found the option on the menu (...) up, to "switch to Portable". Which formatted the
card and bounced as external. As soon as it was done, the wired internal storage had returned accessible. I can delete the files, then copy them to the external SD card without problems now. Thank you kindly for the help you need to log in or To respond here. S solved! Samsung J7 Sky Pro. How to use the SD card as internal or how to force apps
from smartphone Internal to SD Android 7 Oct 13, 2020 Question SD card as internal storage on Android 10 Android smartphones 0 1 May, May, Question How do I move the return data from the internal SD card to the internal memory (phone) on Android Pie? Android Smartphones 5 6 Oct 2019 Expert internal to the SD card. Android Smartphones 1
July 20, 2019 D solved! Internal SD micro SD. Android Android Smartphone 2 Mar 14, 2019 J solved! How to transfer music from internal memory to an SD card for an Android Android smartphone smartphone 1 31 December 2018 J solved! My Android device has an internal memory of 8 GB What is the largest SD card I can use Android smartphone 2
December 29, 2018 L solved! Can I do my standard deviation of the internal memory card on Android 8.1? And / or, which is better, using the SD card as an interior or keep it S smartphone Android 1 Nov 23, 2018 m solved! How to transform external SDCard to the internal memory for Android 8.1 OPPO A3S Android smartphone 4 Oct 11, 2018 m
How can I activate Android Stars K23 Internal memory of 32 concert at work Android smartphone 1 August 6, 2018 A as SD format as internal memory in Android 4.4.2 Android smartphone 1 June 9, 2018 A how to set SD card as default internal memory for the Samsung J2 version First Android (6.0.1) Android smartphone 3 28 January 2018 GI have
Android 6.0.1. Can you tell me how to move internal applications for portable SD card? Android Smartphones 1 January 14, 2018 m How to make external memory as the internal memory of Samsung Galaxy Tab A (2017) with Android 7.1.1 Android Smartphone 1 29 October 2017 Changing Jargon Application in the internal memory to the SD card in
Android 7.0 Android smartphone 1 20 October 2017 A View Download File on Android 6 Panasonic T44 Phone In Internal Memory Android Smartphone 2 September 10, 2017 R Android M ROM DO NOT show internal memory Android smartphone 1 19 Apr, 2017 A hello how do I make my SD card My device of Internal memory for my samsung galaxy
on5 and my version of Android 6.0.1 is Android smartphone 11 September 22, 2016 to change the default storage as inside while after upgrading my Lenovo k3 note to the Android 6.0 marshmallows ?? ? Android Smartphones 1 Mar 26, 2016 L How can I move my photo / video / apps from internal memory to the SD card on a Huawei Android?
Android Smartphones 7 August 30, 2015 2015
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